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The Imaging X-ray Polarimetry Explorer (IXPE)
IXPE is a NASA Small Explorer Mission dedicated to X-ray polarimetry – the first of its kind –
opening up the field of imaging x-ray polarimetry
It was selected in January 2017 and will be launched on a Falcon-9 rocket in April 2021
See IXPE Technical Overview: SPIE 11118-30 (Steve O’Dell/MSFC)
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IXPE Team
Mission Design and 
Operations
 Pegasus XL launch from Kwajalein
 540-km circular orbit at 0° inclination
 2 year baseline mission, 1 year SEO
 Point-and-stare at known targets
 Science Operations Center at MSFC
 Mission Operations Center at 
CU/LASP
 Malindi ground station
(Singapore Backup)
 Launch ready by end of 2020
Science Advisory TeamScience Advisory Team
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Payload Overview: Deployed Configuration 
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Deployed X-Ray Shields
+Z Star Tracker
Mirror Module 
Support Structure 
(MMSS) Deck
Deployable Boom 
with Thermal Sock
Launch Locks
Bipod Struts
Detectors Service Unit 
(DSU) (mounted on 
bottom side of deck)
Mirror Module 
Assembly (MMA x 3)
Detector Unit x 3
Boom Canister
MMA Thermal Shield
Spacecraft Top Deck
Boom Harness
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Mirror Module Parameters
Property Value
Number of modules 3
Mirror shells per module 24
Inner, outer shell diameter 162, 272 mm
Total shell length 600 mm
Inner, outer shell thickness 180, 260 µm
Shell material Nickel cobalt alloy
Effective area per module 210 cm2 (2.3 keV)
> 230 cm2 (3-6 keV)
Angular resolution ≤ 25 arcsec HPD
Detector limited FOV 12.9 arcmin
Focal length 4 m
Mass (3 assemblies) 95 kg with 
contingency
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Mirror Module Design
BACKUP
Mirror shells 
bonded to combs 
on front spider
Rear metal 
combs to control 
shell motion 
under launch 
loads
24 nested 
mirror 
shells
Front spider
Outer housing
Central support tube
Thermal shield
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Mirror Module Components
Central Support Tube and 
Rear Spider
Material: Titanium
X-ray Mirror Shells
Material: NI-CO Alloy
Front Spider – Comb 
Material: 17-4PH SS
Outer Housing Tube
Material: Aluminum Support Structure
Material: Aluminum
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Thermal Shield (Nagoya)
• 1.4 micron-thick polyimide film
• Coated with 60 nm of aluminum
• Supported on a 97.5% transparent stainless-steel mesh
• Mesh supported on an aluminum frame
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Mirror Shell Production Process: Electroformed Nickel Replication
Diamond Turning
Mandrel Polishing Mirror Shell Electroforming Mirror Shell After Separation
Aluminum Mandrel Blank EN Plating
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Mirror Module Assembly Process
• The assembly system holds each successive 
shell by hanging via a set of three support 
wires, which then can be adjusted by piezo 
actuators, and six tuned mass off-loaders
• The rotary table and Keyence sensors rotate 
together, under computer control, and the 
sensors measure radial displacements of the 
mirror external surface
• Software takes the displacement data as a 
function of rotation angle and fits various 
curves (and calculate various performance 
parameters) to aid in the alignment process
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Mirror Module Assembly Monitoring
• Custom software analyzes waveforms 
and adjusts the three non-offloaded 
hanging points to converge to required 
centering and tilt
• System converges in ~ 20 min. per shell
• Once convergence is achieved, epoxy 
is injected into comb slots and the 
assembly is left to cure overnight
• Process repeats for next shell
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Mirror Module Assembly Thermal Control
Complete Thermal 
Model for Three MMAs 
in Stowed Configuration
• Thermal requirements derived from FEA analysis and subsequent 
ray tracing.
• Temp variations across mirror diameter and along axis were 
investigated.
• Module most sensitive to temp gradients from one side of 
mirror to other
• Set requirements of max 2 °C variation across 
mirror assembly
• Achieved with ~ 12 W orbit average power per 
module
Example of mirror shell 
distortions for 2°C change across 
mirror diameter
Affect of this on mirror shell 
performance 
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On-Orbit Alignment
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• If after deployment the Mirror Module Assemblies are out in translation or rotation a 
tip/tilt/rotate mechanism will restore alignment.
Re-acquire 
target
Activate 
tip/tilt
Misalignment 
– image not 
on detector
Detector Unit
MMA
Star-tracker
Tip/tilt/rotate adjustment (on top 
of extending boom)
Tip/Tilt/Rotate 
mechanism
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MMA – Engineering Unit
• Has a subset (6) of flight-like mirror shells plus mass 
simulators. Otherwise identical to flight units, including 
thermal shields
— Used to:
— Exercise the whole fabrication and assembly process
— Test all handling fixtures
— Confirm the mechanical design through environmental testing 
(vibe, shock, acoustic and thermal)
— Confirm optical design
— Provide a test system to verify procedures and hardware for 
the MMA and end-to-end ground calibration (along with a 
detector engineering unit)
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MMA EU Test Flow
Baseline
X-ray Test
Random 
Vibration 
Tests
Visual &  
X-ray Test Shock Test
Visual 
Inspection
Acoustic 
Test
Visual &  
X-ray Test 
Thermal 
Cycling
Test
Final
Visual &  
X-ray Test
3 days 6 days 2 days 2 ½  days ½  day 1 day 2 days 9 days 2 days
• Engineering Unit Rebuild testing
— X-ray Measurements – MSFC Straylight Facility
— Environmental Testing – MSFC, Environment Test Facility
Shaker Table 
Shock
Acoustic 
Test Area
Thermal 
Chamber
Thermal 
Cycling
Straylight 
Facility Bell 
Housing
X-ray 
Measurements
Shaker 
Table
Random 
Vibe
Straylight 
Facility 
Visual and
X-ray
Straylight 
Facility 
Visual and
X-ray
Straylight 
Facility 
Visual and
X-ray
Clean Room
Visual Test
    
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MMA Engineering Unit X-ray Testing
• EU Specification
• 3.3.1  Focal Length
— The focal length of the engineering unit is designed to be 4001 +/- 1 mm, measured 
from the optical node. Verified during x-ray testing of the EU using measurement and 
analysis
• 3.3.2 Angular Resolution
— The angular resolution (Half Power Diameter) of the EU is designed to be no greater 
than 25 arcsec at 2.3 and 4.5 keV. Verified during x-ray testing of the EU using 
measurement and analysis
• 3.3.3 Effective Area
— The effective area of the EU with its thermal shields attached is designed to be greater 
than 51 cm2 at 2.3 keV and 60 cm2 at 4.5 keV. Verified during x-ray testing of the EU 
using measurement and analysis
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MMA EU X-ray Testing
IXPE EU X-ray Testing at MSFC Stray Light Facility
Measured Specification
HPD 20 arcsec @ 
4.5 keV
25 arcsec  @ 
4.5 keV
Effective Area 
for 100 m source 
distance
57 +/- 2 cm2 59 cm2
Focal length,
corrected for 100 m
source distance
3993 +/- 13 mm 4001 +/- 1 mm
• X-ray testing of Engineering Unit (EU)
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On-Ground X-ray Calibration Activities
Activity Dates Equipment involved Units calibrated Purpose
EM Detector+MMA: 
End-to-end Check 
and Facility 
Checkout
2019
Autumn
At MSFC
• EM: MMA, GPD
• Custom-built polarized sources
• Commercial unpolarized sources
• Alignment system
• MSFC Stray Light Facility
• Single EM MMA coupled 
with single EM-GPD
Check and verify 
equipment, alignment and 
test procedures
FM MMA Calibration 2020
January
At MSFC
• FM: MMA
• Facility detectors (CCDs, SDDs)
• Commercial sources
• MSFC stray light facility
• Three flight-like MMAs + 
spare
Optics calibration
FM DU
Calibration
In Italy • FM: DU
• Facility custom-built polarized sources
• FCW sources
• Commercial unpolarized sources
• Three flight DUs + spare Detector calibration
FM DU+MMA End-to-
End Calibration
2020
Spring
At MSFC
• FM: MMA, DU
• Custom-built polarized sources
• Commercial unpolarized sources
• MSFC Stray Light Facility
2 telescopes calibrated:
• First completed 
telescope (MMA + DU)
• Flight spare telescope
• Optic plus detector 
end-to-end calibration
• Verify analytic 
combination of MMA 
and DU responses
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Marshall “Stray Light” Facility
Bldg 4487
Detector
End
Source
EndGuide Tube
100 m
12 m
DIA=3 m
DIA=0.6 m
Facility configuration:
• Optic and detector in main instrument chamber
Source
• 100 meter X-ray Beamline
• 12 meter Vacuum Test 
Chamber:
– Can hold both Optics and 
Detector 4 meters apart in 
Telescope configuration
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Schedule
• All flight mandrels are completed
• 2/3 of the mirror shells have been fabricated
• Assembly of flight units will begin in late August 2019
• Environmental testing will take place in January 2020
• X-ray calibration will begin in January 2020
• Integration of payload at Ball Aerospace will take place in Spring 2020
• Launch in April 2021
